Fossil-based Technologies for Energy

Abstract
Global population growth and emerging affluence will double energy demand by 2050, with more than 50% of supply being met by fossil energy resources while awaiting renewable alternatives to become material later this century. Technology capabilities must continue to evolve to access deepwater resources, enable recovery and refining of difficult hydrocarbons, provide transport and distribution of newly found gas supplies to global markets, develop renewable energy systems, and to ensure safe stewardship for energy systems and chemicals, while also mitigating impacts of energy production and use on climate, resources, and the environment. In this seminar, opportunities and challenges across the range of fossil and renewable energy solutions will be presented, as an overview of the evolving energy technology landscape. Technical expertise to supply current and future energy will remain in high demand for decades to come, given the scope of underlying challenges, and diversity of future energy supplies. It is, and will continue to be an exciting time to work in the energy field!
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